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Citizens of Humanity launches jeans made from
regenerative cotton

The campaign features model and environmentalist, Shalom Harlow

 Sign-up to our newsletter

The production of denim has a significant impact on our planet, not least
because of the chemical-intensive and soil-degrading method of growing
cotton.

Citizens of Humanity's Regenerative Cotton campaign – fronted by
supermodel and environmentalist Shalom Harlow – seeks to address this.
The iconic denim brand has teamed up with Advancing Eco Agriculture to
develop a data-measured standard for growing regenerative cotton.
Dubbed Integrity Grown™, it promotes practices that lower chemical
inputs and water usage.

The brand's Regenerative Cotton collection features some of their most
iconic styles – from the baggy, Y2K-inspired Ayla jeans to the staple
Marlow shorts – all crafted from this sustainably produced cotton.

Citizens of Humanity tapped sustainability activist Shalom Harlow as the
face of the campaign. 'Frankly I couldn’t think of someone more perfect,
who personifies this project, more than Shalom,' said Jared Freedman, VP
of Marketing at Citizens of Humanity.

'Regenerative cotton offers an alternative for our highly polluting fashion
industry by creating substantial climate changes through healing the
ecosystem of our soil, our communities and ultimately our planet,' says
Harlow.

'I want the clothes that I wear to enable healthy practices for the farmers
that grow our cotton and caretake the land that we ALL rely on for a
cooperative, supportive and thriving future.'

So far, 11 farmers in the U.S. and 3 farmers in Turkey are part of Citizens of
Humanity Group’s Regenerative Cotton Program. Created to empower
and encourage more cotton growers to transition to regenerative
practices, it supports farmers with the financial, technological, and
educational resources needed to successfully transition to regenerative
cotton growing.

Shop the collection at citizensofhumanity.com
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Citizens of Humanity Ayla jeans

£340 at Citizens of Humanity

Citizens of Humanity Dahlia jeans

£330 at Citizens of Humanity

Citizens of Humanity Marlow shorts

£220 at Citizens of Humanity

Citizens of Humanity Maisie
jumpsuit

£590 at Citizens of Humanity
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No More Frequent Finger Pricks to Test Blood Sugar
This smartwatch was engineered with the latest Glucose Monitor Chip that will be able to track plus record your 
glucose level within your body throughout the day.

Shop Now
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Ryan Gosling has revealed the sweet name his children have for co-star Emily Blunt
Ryan Gosling's children have a sweet nickname for Emily Blunt, and he just opened up about it.
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Try This 3-Step Process
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